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Abstract: Fault tolerance is the property that enables a system (often computer-based) to continue operating properly in
the event of the failure of (or one or more faults within) some of its components. Fault tolerance approach is used to give
the expected services in the presence of fault. Check pointing is the fault tolerance approach for transient faults used for
rollback recovery where we detect the Fault by applying acceptance test and then roll back to the previous checkpoint if a
fault occurs.
The optimality of checkpoints is dependent upon energy and deadline of the task. The energy minimization is achieved
by DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling) techniques and we apply for both static and dynamic voltage
Keywords: Checkpoint, Fault, DVS Techniques for both static and dynamic voltage.

Introduction
It is the process of saving to rollback the complete execution of a task for tolerating transient faults. We
check the acceptance test on each checkpoint, if it fails then go to previous checkpoint where acceptance
test has been passed successfully, instead of starting execution of task from beginning. A checkpoint may
be system level, application level, or mixed level depends on its characteristics
A lot of research efforts have been made to solve the energy problem of a battery-based system, but it
continues to be a chief challenge for researchers. This is particularly true for systems where replacing or
recharging batteries manually is impracticable. One example is locating sensors in remote areas for
monitoring/sensing purposes. This is important as we can’t reach these remote places all the time to replace
the battery after it is discharged. The energy constraint has become a main obstacle for increasing lifespan
of battery-based systems. In order to solve the energy problem and prolong the system operating duration, a
new technology called energy harvesting, also known as energy scavenging, has recently been explored.
Energy harvesting is regarded as an especially prospective approach to decouple the energy constraint of
battery-powered systems and increase system autonomy. Simply put, energy scavenging system is a system
that draws parts or all of its operating energy from its ambient energy sources.
Issues
There are four main issues such as: Feasibility- this means that a task running should be finished on its
deadline even though there is a fault in the system. Dead line in real time system is the major issue because
there is no meaning of such a task which is not finishing before its deadline. So the question is that which
method is to be applied by which the task can finish on deadline in the presence of fault. Reliability- in real
time distributed system reliability means availability of end to end services and the ability to experience
failures or systematic attacks, without impacting operations. Scalability- it is about the ability to handle
growing amount of work, and the capability of a system to increase total throughput under an increased load
when resources are added. Energy- to operate any system energy is the main requirement. The system is
more reliable if it is consuming lesser energy and give desired output even there is fault in a system.
System Requirements
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Memory
2. Hard Disk
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Operating system: Windows XP/7/8
2. Language: C
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ENERGY HARVESTING ALGORITHM
[ Initialize array A and E for generating energy profile ]
1. Divide day(24 hrs) into k equal slots
2.
i, i=0,1,2,..(k-1)
Calculate
E[i] = α . E[i] + ( 1 - α ) . A [ i-1 ]
3. Exit

A real-time system with energy harvesting module
Proposed Model
PROPOSED CHECKPOINTING TECHNIQUE
In this work we will calculate optimal number of checkpoints.
TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
[Initialize ready queue Q of tasks T m]
1. While(true)
do
At t = 0
d1 min{dm: Tm Q}
2. Calculate checkpoints and energy consumption for T i
3. Find Finish time Fi of task Ti
4. At t=Fi
d1 min{dm: Tm Q && am Fi}
If (di+1 Fi)
Calculate checkpoints and energy consumption for T i
Else
Remove task from Queue Q
5. Go to step 3
6. Exit
CHECKPOINTING WITH STATIC VOLTAGE
[Initialize n=1,r=1,V=Maximum Voltage]
Ti, i=0,1,2,..(n-1)
1. Calculate
Fn = ei + ni . r + ceil( ei /ni ) + j Th [ej + nj .r +ceil(ej /nj)]
Compare Fn, Fn-1
If ( Fn ≤ Fn-1 )
Do n = n + 1
Go to step 1
Else
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If (Fn ≤ di && Edi ≤ Eci)
Print n-1, optimal number of checkpoint
Else
Print, task cannot be scheduled
2. Exit
CHECKPOINTING WITH DYNAMIC VOLTAGE
[ Initialize n=1,r=1,V=Minimum Voltage ]
Ti, i=0,1,2,..(n-1)
1. Calculate
Fn = ei / pk + ni . r / pk + ceil( ei /ni ) + j Th [ej / pk + nj .r / pk +ceil(ej /nj)]
2. Compare Fn, Fn-1
If ( Fn ≤ Fn-1 )
Do n = n + 1
Go to step 1
Else
If (Fn ≤ di && Edi ≤ Eci)
Print n-1, optimal number of checkpoint
Else
Increase voltage level V , upto maximum; where V={V1 ,V2,V3,.. Vm}
Else
Print, task cannot be scheduled
3. Exit
ENERGY CONSUMPTION ALGORITHM
[ Initialize E to total capacity of battery ]
1. Find Eci, energy available for task Ti
i
2. Calculate Edi =
dput , Ti Q
i+1
i
i
3. Ec = Ec - Ed
4. Exit
RESULTS
The performance of algorithm proposed has been measured through various results generated by
implementing in C++. All the results are calculated on both static and dynamic voltage. In static
voltage, voltage V = 5V as the maximum voltage. In dynamic voltage, we are assuming three different
voltage level 3V, 4V and 5V with frequencies 0.5Hz, 0.75Hz and 1Hz respectively. We also consider a
set of task with attributes < a i; ei; di > generated by random number generator. The arrival time of each
task is generated by adding a random number(0-4) in arrival time of previous task. Execution time of a
task is also generated by uniform random number generator from 2 - 6 and the deadline of each task is
calculated by ai + ei + {5 to 8}*ei . Every task has its individual number of checkpoint. The system
energy initially is 250J. The energy being harvested will be added to the system energy.
The energy consumed by a set of task at static and dynamic voltage is shown in following table:

ai
0
4
2

ei
3
2
2

di
24
16
20

V
5
5
5

n
3
2
2

EWC
7
5
5

TEWC
7
12
17

Ec
250
323.19
388.40

Ed
25
25
25

Ec(new)
323.19
388.40
489

Ed
36
27
27

Ec(new)
331.23
420.97
494.32

Checkpoint and Energy Consumption at Static Voltage V=5
ai
0
4
2

ei
3
2
2

di
24
16
16

V
3
3
3

N
1
2
2

EWC
8
6
6

TEWC
8
13
19

Ec
250
331.23
420.97

Checkpoint and Energy Consumption at Dynamic Voltage
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Conclusion/Future Work
These systems are fixed battery operated or battery operated. Success of such systems depends on various
constraints including energy requirements, fault tolerance and deadline. In this project we present a check
pointing approach for tolerating fault in real time critical applications where source of energy is variable i.e.
system with energy harvesting. Our goal is to find the best placement of checkpoints to avoid of missing the
task’s deadline when the occurrence of one transient fault is probable, while efficiently using the harvested
energy. We find optimal number of checkpoints in order to minimize the energy consumption. For
predicting the energy being harvested, we are using EWMA that estimates the amount of energy harvested
in a day based on the previous Further, we implement an energy aware dynamic voltage and frequency
selection algorithm.
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